10min

Chemical Free
UV milk essence
for everyday use

Hair remover

SPF50+
PA+++
Incessant exposure to
UV-A

UV-B

Quick and Perfect Solution.
No more worries about unwanted hair.

UV rays

Trimist Professional, pharmaceutically approved by the Japanese Regulation.
This can be used on any parts of the body arms, chests, backs, legs and delicate zone.
Calcium thioglycollate, an active and main ingredient of Trimist Professional, decomposes
the protein which is the root of every hair in about ten minutes after putting the cream.
As it thoroughly removes the root of the hair, it takes a long time before the hair grows
from the pore, making it less and less necessary for the hair removal.

UV-A and UV-B rays have a direct effect on the skin.
UV-A permeates right through to the derma to increase
melanin and promote wrinkles, sagging and the ageing
of the skin. UV-B powerfully attacks the outer layers
of the skin and can cause a kind of burn (sunburn)
causing the skin to redden or burn from the sun.
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Low impact formula with
no chemicals – safe for children
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L’ALBA
Milky Essence

(SPF50+ PA+++)

L’ALBA Milky Essence UV nano-level particle powder totally covers the skin completely,
cutting out strong UV rays. In addition, plant extracts maintain the skin’s moisture which
tends to decrease in strong sunlight.
L’ALBA is unperfumed, free from dyes and parabens with a gentle, low impact formula
with no chemicals that can be used by children or those with sensitive skin.

NET.50mL

JPY

6,000

Totally different to other
SPF50+ PA+++ products

This picture was printed with
special ink that only reacts to UV
rays. The picture appears when
exposed.

This is what happens when the
picture is exposed to UV rays
through conventional UV milk
(SPF50+PA+++). It is clear that
the UV rays penetrate fairly well.

1weeks

This is what happens when
the picture is exposed through
L’ALBA Milky Essence UV.
Compared to the conventional
UV milk, the UV cut is evident.

In the summer when UV rays are strong
and incessant, have you ever had the
experience of perspiring a lot, causing
your UV cream to run and get sticky?
L’ALBA Milky Essence UV is a fine particle
powder that does not run easily when
you perspire and does not get sticky or
white.
Protects children who perspire from
UV rays for long periods of time.

BC-Link is committed to the development of OEM/ODM products for client needs.
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The hair removal ingredient, calcium thioglycollate, breaks down the proteins that make up
the root of the hair and removes unwanted hair right down to the roots. It removes even
the most stubborn of hairs from the root so when the hairs grow back they are fine and
less visible. It also takes a longer time for hair to grow back making hair removal less and
less necessary!
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Trimist
Professional

(Hair removal cream)
NET.280g

JPY

2,480

QUASI DRUG
For the whole body
ODOR DECREASING

Easy removal of unwanted hair from
all over the body ( under the arms, arms, legs, chest, back and bikini line ) with one product.

Administer the appropriate
amount for the part of the body
with the unwanted hair such as
arm, leg, chest or back.

Apply with a thickness (around 13mm) to cover the hair and leave
for 5 - 10 minutes.

Use a spatula or absorbent cotton
or gauze to wipe away the cream.

Clean the area with wet absorbent
cotton or gauze or wash with warm
water.
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